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“First to Arise,” wet plate collodion 
photograph of Kevin Locke, by 
Shane Balkowitsch (Feb. 23, 2016). 

https://kevinlocke.com/wp-content/uploads/Kevin-Locke-2-23-2016-1695-940x1339.jpg
https://nostalgicglasswetplatestudio.zenfolio.com/blog/2016/2/kevin-locke


PRAYER BY HEREDITARY CHIEF, PHIL LANE, JR. 
IN HONOR OF KEVIN LOCKE
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

THE LATE KEVIN LOCKE

❖ The late late Indigenous flutist and hoop dancer, 
Kevin Locke (Hunkpapa Band of Lakota Sioux and 
Anishinabe), whose Lakota name is Tȟokéya Inážiŋ 
(“First to Arise”), passed away on September 30, 2022. 


❖ He was originally scheduled for this Zoom 
presentation, along with Christopher Buck, PhD (a 
non-indigenous “ally”).


❖ Several obituaries were published, most prominently 
by the New York Times. 


❖ See also: “The Passing of Lakota Legend Kevin Locke.”
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https://kevinlocke.com/wp-content/uploads/KevinLocke_HiRes_013-e1668381357919.jpg
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/09/arts/dance/kevin-locke-dead.html
https://bahaiteachings.org/the-passing-of-lakota-legend-kevin-locke/


“The Universal House of Justice deeply regretted to learn 
from your email letter dated 1 October 2022 of the passing 
of dearly loved devoted believer Kevin Locke. His many 
services to the Cause of God, including as a member of your 
[National Spiritual] Assembly and the Auxiliary Board for 
Propagation, are recalled with admiration. May the memory 
of his commitment to the diffusion of the divine teachings 
and his tireless efforts to promote and share Indigenous 
American culture around the world, particularly through 
dance, music, and storytelling, be an enduring source of 
inspiration to all those who knew him.”

Letter, dated 3 October 2022
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Tribute by the Universal House of Justice



“He will be lovingly remembered the world over for 
touching people’s hearts—with his characteristic radiant 
smile, tremendous warmth, and delightful humor—as he 
shared the beauty of North American Indigenous culture 
through dance, music, and storytelling, boldly and 
tirelessly conveying a message of the essential oneness of 
humanity to all his audiences.”

The American Bahá’í (Nov./Dec. 2022), p. 50.  
(Image courtesy of Adib Masumian, Dec. 11, 2022.)
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Tribute by the National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Bahá’ís of the United States



“Loving condolences on the passing of a very dear friend of 
Aotearoa, Mr Kevin Locke.” 

“We join with Kevin’s many friends around the world in 
celebrating his earthly life, distinguished by his love for the 
Faith and efforts in wholehearted service to Bahá’u’lláh and 
to humanity.” 

“Kevin’s belief in the capacity of all of God’s children, 
especially of young people, was the hallmark of his service. 
His loving heart, and vibrant spirit were ever turned towards 
the Revelation of the Age.”

Letter, dated 5 October 2022
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Tribute by the National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Bahá’ís of New Zealand / 1



“The news of the release of dear Kevin’s soul into the Realms 
Above brought back many beautiful memories of his visits to 
New Zealand. His uplifting presence will long be treasured 
by this community. One particular cherished memory is of 
his orchestration of a beautiful finale to our Pacific Horizons 
Conference in January 1996, where he brought together 
Māori and Lakota to the stage in a moving demonstration of 
unity.”

“To Kevin’s beloved family members, we extend our heartfelt 
condolences at this unexpected loss. We pray for the 
progress of his illumined soul as it commences its journey 
into the eternal realms of God. May it be lovingly welcomed 
to its heavenly home.”

Letter, dated 5 October 2022
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Tribute by the National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Bahá’ís of New Zealand / 2



AWARDS & HONORS
KEVIN LOCKE
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

❖ 2021 Cultural Capital Fellow, First Peoples Fund. 

❖ 2020 USA Fellow, United States Artists. 

❖ 2020 Peace Prize Award, International Academy for Human Sciences and Culture.

❖ 2019 Cultural Capital Fellow, First Peoples Fund. 

❖ 2009 Record of the Year (“Earth Gift”), Native American Music Awards.

❖ 2009 Enduring Vision Award, Bush Foundation.

AWARDS & HONORS / 1
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https://www.firstpeoplesfund.org/kevin-locke
https://www.unitedstatesartists.org/fellow/kevin-locke/
https://kevinlocke.com/kevin-locke-named-2020-peace-prize-awardee/
https://www.firstpeoplesfund.org/kevin-locke
https://nativeamericanmusicawards.com/nama-11
https://www.bushfoundation.org/fellows/kevin-locke-0


INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

AWARDS & HONORS / 2

❖ 2000 Best Traditional Recording (“The First Flute”), Native American Music Awards.

❖ 1990 National Heritage Fellow, National Endowment for the Arts. 

❖ 1988 Bush Fellow, Bush Foundation.
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https://nativeamericanmusicawards.com/nama-3
https://www.arts.gov/honors/heritage/kevin-locke
https://www.bushfoundation.org/fellows/kevin-locke


RECORDING ARTIST
KEVIN LOCKE
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NATIVE AMERICAN MUSIC AWARDS

PROJECT

DATE CLIENT2009 & 2000

“EARTH GIFT” – “RECORD OF THE YEAR” (2009)
“THE FIRST FLUTE” – “BEST TRADITIONAL RECORDING” (2000)

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/712-5jDlouL._SL1000_.jpg
https://d10j3mvrs1suex.cloudfront.net/u/45759/cc7b19c2e5ebd272659bcdb7270af8454cabf0d0/original/senecalogo.jpg/!!/b:W1sicmVzaXplIiwxODAwXSxbIm1heCJdLFsid2UiXV0=/meta:eyJzcmNCdWNrZXQiOiJiemdsZmlsZXMifQ==.jpg
https://d10j3mvrs1suex.cloudfront.net/u/45759/ef1aa48907c7ada65112859d7d7623331e0e628c/original/mail.jpeg/!!/b:W1sicmVzaXplIiwxODAwXSxbIm1heCJdLFsid2UiXV0=/meta:eyJzcmNCdWNrZXQiOiJiemdsZmlsZXMifQ==.jpg
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/613JR0yWj3L._UX500_FMwebp_QL85_.jpg


“DREAM CATCHER” (1993)

PROJECT

DATE CLIENT“KEEPERS OF THE DREAM” (1995) 

“OPEN CIRCLE” (1996)
“THE FLASH OF THE MIRROR” (1996)

https://is1-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Music/01/9d/6c/mzi.fwjwmlix.jpg/620x620bb.webp
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/413C3NS874L.jpg
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/41STR1ZY9WL.jpg
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/71gh-BtAlvL._SS500_.jpg


“LOVE SONGS OF THE LAKOTA” (1983)

PROJECT

DATE CLIENT“HOOP OF LIFE” (2006)

“PRESERVING THE HERITAGE” (2011)
“MIDNIGHT STRONG HEART” (2003)

https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/51I8jOZ+s1L._UX716_FMwebp_QL85_.jpg
http://kevinlocke.com/recordings/hoopoflife.jpg
http://kevinlocke.com/recordings/hoopoflife.jpg
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/417FX8MNA2L._SY580_.jpg


“WIND OF THE NORTH” (FEAT. KEVIN LOCKE)

PROJECT

DATE CLIENT“BLACK EYED BLUE” (2022)

“LIGHTNING & WIND” (2015)
“FLUTE PLANET” (2003)

https://cdn11.bigcommerce.com/s-crfbf/images/stencil/1280x1280/products/175/421/lightning_and_wind_cover__45940.1449680824.png?c=2
https://is1-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Music122/v4/f4/c0/a3/f4c0a31e-3c39-273d-c52f-d746db06f38b/692531521811.png/632x632bb.webp
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/619MaOjdSlL.jpg
https://is4-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Music125/v4/96/11/36/9611369b-9245-e5cf-aff7-4e9ab4b1965f/827071002821.jpg/632x632bb.webp
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https://cdn11.bigcommerce.com/s-crfbf/images/stencil/1280x1280/products/77/457/FluteAudioCD_Cover_121117__99690.1513018298.jpg?c=2


PERFORMER
KEVIN LOCKE
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Kevin Locke, performing at 
the “Michigan Story Festival” 
(October 2009). 
Photo: Jeffrey Smith for CM-
Life News.

https://www.indianz.com/News/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/05/KevinLocke-scaled.jpg


INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

SELECTED VIDEOS OF KEVIN LOCKE’S PERFORMANCES

❖ 2016 Smithsonian Folklife Festival (Concert featuring NEA National Heritage 
Fellows, “recipients of the nation’s highest honor in the folk and traditional arts.”)


❖ 2020 Crazy Horse Memorial Foundation (“2020 Kevin Locke Performance - The 
Hoop Dance.”)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AySQO8xOfZ4
https://youtu.be/4e4-HVmUXGg


Kevin Locke playing the flute 
during a performance at the 
Fort Sisseton Historical 
Festival in South Dakota in 
June 2007. Photo: Nicholas 
Brandsberg.
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https://www.indianz.com/News/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/05/KevinLockeFlute.jpg


FILMS
KEVIN LOCKE
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“SONGKEEPERS” VHS (1999)

PROJECT

DATE CLIENT“NORTHERN SPIRIT FLUTE”

“SONGKEEPERS 2010” (FRONT)
“SONGKEEPERS 2010” (BACK)

https://static.wixstatic.com/media/fc59b1_95e954f0d4e14767ae3324c0031d1116~mv2.gif
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/fc59b1_6860aa6e928342ef95da89370c26e056~mv2.jpg/v1/fill/w_1200,h_1224,al_c,q_85,usm_0.66_1.00_0.01,enc_auto/Indigenous%20D%20SSB%20Sale%20Pic%202020%20copy.jpg
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/51TS12F7HFL._AC_.jpg
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/fc59b1_e8fe2a14cbd94a58905472dab8481988~mv2.gif


AUTHOR
KEVIN LOCKE
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https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/711OwZos33L.jpg
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https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/81w4pCubiiL.jpg
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https://m.media-amazon.com/images/I/712hPpDI-gL.jpg
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https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/71sJzOUO+4L.jpg
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https://cdn11.bigcommerce.com/s-crfbf/images/stencil/1280x1280/products/78/397/Final_Lakota_Flute_Cover1__53470.1424459792.jpg?c=2
https://cdn11.bigcommerce.com/s-crfbf/images/stencil/1280x1280/products/78/267/a2079161442724e6396ffe_l__62106.1411584788.jpg?c=2
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https://bahaiteachings.org/series/indigenous-messengers-of-god/
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https://bahaiteachings.org/series/indigenous-messengers-of-god/


EDUCATOR
KEVIN LOCKE
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“THE GREAT SPIRIT SPEAKS: VOICES OF 
THE WISE ONES” (WILMETTE INSTITUTE) 

KEVIN LOCKE & CHRISTOPHER BUCK
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The Wilmette Institute course, “The Great Spirit Speaks: Voices of the Wise Ones” (RL069), 
team-taught by Kevin Locke and Christopher Buck as faculty instructors, was held online 
three times, with these start dates: (1) 11-Feb-2021; (2) 3-Jun-2021; and (3) 17-Feb-2022. 
Highlights of these courses included: (1) Kevin Locke’s webinar, “Exploring Ptehíŋčala Ska 
Wiŋ (White Buffalo Calf Woman),” (May 15, 2022); Dr. Lee Brown’s webinar, “The Great Law 
of Peace and the Most Holy Book” (June 20, 2021); and (3) Dr. Littlebrave Beaston, 
“American Indians through Printed Materials of the Bahá’í Faith” (Feb 7, 2021).

Christopher Buck             .
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“The Great Spirit Speaks: Voices of the Wise Ones”

https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/the-great-law-of-peace/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/the-great-law-of-peace/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/the-great-law-of-peace/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/the-great-law-of-peace/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/the-great-law-of-peace/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/the-great-law-of-peace/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/the-great-law-of-peace/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/the-great-law-of-peace/
https://wilmetteinstitute.org/american-indians-through-printed-materials/
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https://wilmetteinstitute.org/courses/the-great-spirit-speaks/
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https://wilmetteinstitute.org/courses/the-great-spirit-speaks/
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https://wilmetteinstitute.org/white-buffalo-calf-woman/


SELECTED “INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS 
OF GOD” VIDEOS

KEVIN LOCKE
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https://www.clearwaterbahais.org/video/the-great-spirit-speaks-voices-of-the-wise-ones.html


INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

SELECTED KEVIN LOCKE “INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS” VIDEOS / 1

❖ “Ptehíŋčala Ska Wiŋ (White Buffalo Calf Woman): Divine Messenger to the Očhéthi Šakówiŋ 
(People of the Seven Council Fires).” Presented by Kevin Locke. Hosted by the Wilmette 
Institute. (May 15, 2022.)


❖ “The Great Spirit Speaks: Voices of the Wise Ones.” Presented by Christopher Buck and Kevin 
Locke. Hosted by the Clearwater Bahá’í Community in Florida. (November 28, 2021.) 


❖ “Encouraging Grassroots Indigenous Land & Spiritual Acknowledgements.” Presented by the 
Patricia Locke Foundation for the 2021 Parliament of the World’s Religions. (October 17, 2021.)


❖ “Divine Teachers of the Americas.” Presented by Kevin Locke. Hosted by Green Acre: A Bahá’í 
Center of Learning. (Recorded live on October 9, 2021.)
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https://youtu.be/jX55i2oBjAc
https://youtu.be/jX55i2oBjAc
https://youtu.be/jX55i2oBjAc
https://www.clearwaterbahais.org/video/the-great-spirit-speaks-voices-of-the-wise-ones.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u63Xt7ycWFk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSGUYZ2qgFo
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https://youtu.be/OFy0tds1OCg?t=246


INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

SELECTED KEVIN LOCKE “INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS” VIDEOS / 2

❖ “Overview of the Spiritual Heritage of this Half of the Planet, a Bahá’í Perspective.”
Kevin Locke. Hosted by Baháʼí Faith Modern Perspectives. (June 21, 2020.)


❖ “A Bahá’í Perspective on Indigenous Messengers of God, Part II.” Presented by 
Kevin Locke and Christopher Buck. Hosted by Green Acre: A Bahá’í Center of 
Learning. (Streamed live on April 16, 2020.)


❖ “A Bahá’í-inspired Perspective on Indigenous Messengers of God, Part I.” Presented 
by Kevin Locke and Christopher Buck. Hosted by Green Acre: A Bahá’í Center of 
Learning. (Recorded live on April 2, 2020.)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFy0tds1OCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPjR2rhf3UU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZ1oEE-nDh8&t=1959s
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https://youtu.be/OFy0tds1OCg?t=1493


HALF OF THE WORLD’S SPIRITUAL 
HERITAGE

KEVIN LOCKE
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In honoring Kevin Locke in this presentation, it’s important to emphasize the need to 
preserve, or “keep alive,” his legacy. Perhaps Kevin’s most significant contribution to Bahá’í 
thought and culture is his perspective on the place of Indigenous spirituality within our 
global sacred history, or what Bahá’ís refer to as “Progressive Revelation.” A major piece of 
the puzzle is missing: the Indigenous spiritual heritage of the Americas, which Kevin often 
referred to as “this half of the planet,” as will be seen in Kevin’s selected comments, quoted 
in the slides that follow.

Christopher Buck             .
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Keeping Alive Kevin Locke’s Legacy



In this series of articles, for example, it has been a privilege to explore the spiritual heritage 
of the Western half of the planet.”  

– Kevin Locke, “Community Building and the Indigenous Concept of Two-Eyed Seeing” (July 
24, 2022). 

Kevin Locke           .
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“To explore the spiritual heritage of the Western half of the planet"

https://bahaiteachings.org/community-building-and-the-indigenous-concept-of-two-eyed-seeing/


Absolutely! In my heart of hearts, I feel certain that you and I have been moved by the 
messages brought to humanity by the primal and original Indigenous teachers of this land, 
to give voice to the long hidden and ignored spiritual heritage of this half of the planet.  
Through the inspiration of these Wise Ones who have appeared to the various tribes in the 
Americas — the voices of the Great Spirit – we have been inspired to create this wider 
awareness and appreciation … .  

— Kevin Locke, “Sweet Medicine’s Baha’i-like Path of Spiritual Brotherhood” (Nov. 20, 2020).

Kevin Locke           .
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“Through the voices of the Great Spirit – we have been inspired”

https://bahaiteachings.org/sweet-medicines-bahai-path-spiritual-brotherhood/


Its importance rests on the simple reason that Vinson Brown was a pioneer on the path of 
immigrant [Euro-American] discovery of the spiritual heritage of this land! As such, Voices of 
the Earth and Sky charts essential steps on the journey that all non-Indigenous Americans 
must make to come to terms with the spiritual heritage of this half of the planet — here in the 
Western Hemisphere, the “Americas” (a Euro-American name), in the so-called “New World” 
of North, Central, and South America – which we Indigenous peoples call the “Old World.”  

— Kevin Locke, “Voices of Earth and Sky – Discovering Indigenous Holy Ones” (Sept. 23, 
2020).

Kevin Locke           .
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“To come to terms with the spiritual heritage of this half of the planet”

https://bahaiteachings.org/voices-earth-sky-discovering-indigenous-holy-ones/


1993: PATRICIA LOCKE
IN HONOR OF KEVIN LOCKE
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In 1993, Patricia Locke presented her paper to the Parliament of the World’s Religions 
(Chicago) in a special session entitled, “God’s Messengers to the Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere” with Jacqueline Left Hand Bull. Also in 1993, I wrote and submitted 
“Native Messengers of God in Canada?: A Test Case for Bahá’í Universalism,” which, in 1994, 
won an Award for Excellence in Bahá’í Studies by Association for Bahá’í Studies, and was 
later published in Baha’i Studies Review 6 (1996): 97–133. 

Christopher Buck             .
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1993: The Year of Making "Indigenous Messengers of God" More Widely Known

https://bahai-library.com/buck_native_messengers
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https://bahaiteachings.org/patricia-locke-on-native-american-manifestations-of-god/
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https://bahaiteachings.org/patricia-locke-on-native-american-manifestations-of-god/
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Here’s a link to an historic archival paper by Patricia Locke, “Native American and Other 
Indigenous Manifestations of God” for her presentation, “God’s Messengers to the Native 
Peoples of the Western Hemisphere,” in the 1993 Parliament of the World’s Religions in 
Chicago: https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf 

Digital scan by Nadema Agard (Winyan Luta/Red Woman) sent to Kevin Locke, Oct. 15, 
2021. (Title & final pages appear to be missing.)

Patricia Locke            .
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Scan of Patricia Locke’s Historic 1993 World Parliament Presentation

https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/l/locke_native_american_messengers.pdf
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Here’s the link to this historic archival audio file: https://drive.google.com/file/d/
1xFQN7epXdVtHnrF9i3VOgbXodK9d2x_j/view?ts=61a7db97.  
CREDIT: Digital file of Tape 512 Native American Women’s Wisdom Our Spiritual Selves, 1993 
Parliament of the World’s Religions audio recording, 1993 Parliament of the World’s 
Religions [267 audio cassettes housed in 15 containers]. Chicago, IL: Teach ’em. ARCPWR. 
291.06 N716W1993, 1993 Parliament of the World’s Religions in Chicago records, Collection 
Identifier: MSS0077, Special Collections and Archives, DePaul University, John T. Richardson 
Library. Permission granted by the Parliament of the World’s Religions, courtesy of Miriam V. 
Quezada Mendez, Communication & Program Manager at Parliament of the World’s 
Religions, December 1, 2021. 

Patricia Locke           .
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Audio Recording of Patricia Locke’s Historic 1993 Parliament Presentation

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xFQN7epXdVtHnrF9i3VOgbXodK9d2x_j/view?ts=61a7db97
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xFQN7epXdVtHnrF9i3VOgbXodK9d2x_j/view?ts=61a7db97
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xFQN7epXdVtHnrF9i3VOgbXodK9d2x_j/view?ts=61a7db97
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xFQN7epXdVtHnrF9i3VOgbXodK9d2x_j/view?ts=61a7db97
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Yes, Patricia Locke did have a dual religious identity. At the 1993 Parliament of the World’s 
Religions, she presented and spoke as a practicing Lakota and Baha’i — arising, as you rightly 
say, from her dual belief in White Buffalo Calf Woman and Baha’u’llah. And, yes, this has 
profound implications for future Baha’i interactions with Indigenous peoples. Instead of 
rejecting their respective Indigenous heritages, they simply widen their circles and horizons 
by embracing the universal worldview that the Baha’i Faith offers.  

— Kevin Locke, “Patricia Locke’s Dual Belief in White Buffalo Calf Woman and Baha’u’llah” 
(Jan. 18, 2022).

Kevin Locke           .
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“Patricia Locke presented and spoke as a practicing Lakota and Baha’i”

https://bahaiteachings.org/patricia-lockes-dual-belief-in-white-buffalo-calf-woman-and-bahaullah/


TABLET TO AMIR KHAN
KEVIN LOCKE

65



Apparently Vinson [Brown] was not aware of 
Abdu’l-Baha’s “Tablet to Amir Khan” – for Baha’is, 
the Holy Grail of proof of the appearance of holy 

souls on this side of the planet.

Kevin Locke        .
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https://bahaiteachings.org/voices-earth-sky-discovering-indigenous-holy-ones/


From a Bahá’í perspective, any discussion of “Indigenous Messengers of God” should begin 
with serious study of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s “Tablet to Amír Khán,” which, in Kevin Locke’s and my 
personal understanding, establishes a class of “Manifestations of God” that may be 
characterized as “Indigenous Messengers of God to the Americas”— or, perhaps more 
broadly, “Indigenous Messengers of God to First Nations.” Indigenous peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere (and Oceana and elsewhere), of course, already know this!

Christopher Buck             .
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Why is ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s “Tablet to Amír Khán” important?



MEMORANDUM 
To: The Universal House of Justice | Date: 6 August 2007 | From: Research Department  

Tablet to Amír Khán and Related Questions 
The Research Department received a copy of Mr. Phillip Tussing’s email letter dated 25 

May 2007 and studied the matters that he has raised in his message. The following is our 
response to his questions:  

1.    The text of the Tablet is correct. In response to his request, the facsimile of the original 
Persian text is attached.

Research Department  .
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Facsimile of the Original Persian Text 
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AB05069. Tablet to Amir Khan. 150 words, Per. Mss: None. 
Pubs: MMK6#247. AVK3.307, AVK2.045.16x. Trans: 
BRL.ATE#45x. ... In ancient times the people of America 
were, through their northern regions, close to Asia...   

— A Partial Inventory, p. 471. 

Steven Phelps
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https://bahai-library.com/phelps_loom_reality
https://bahai-library.com/pdf/p/phelps_loom_reality.pdf
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The table below [see next slide], the transliteration, and the original-language 
typescript — based on Muntakhabátí az Makátíb-i-Ḥaḍrat-i-‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Vol. 6, pp. 
177–178 (selection no. 247) — were prepared by Adib Masumian on 24 February 2022. 
The complete English translation below is a composite rendering. The portions colored 
in RED are authorized translations taken from this page on the Bahá’í Reference Library; 
all other portions in BLACK are provisional renderings that come from this article 
[Christopher Buck, “Native Messengers of God: One Baha’i Perspective,” Part 9 in Series, 
“Indigenous Messengers of God”] on BahaiTeachings.org. — Adib Masumian.

Adib Masumian    .
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‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Tablet to Amír Khán
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English Translation Transliteration Original Text
He is God! huva’lláh هوا!

O servant of God! Thou hadst complained about (thine) 
inability to attain perfection in more than one craft. A 
multiple number of crafts causeth (one’s) perceptions 
to become scattered. Endeavor in one of these crafts 
and strive and exert thyself to attain perfection 
therein. This is better than having a number of crafts 
(all) remain in a state of imperfection.

Ay bandiy-i-iláhí, shikáyat az ‘adam-i-itqán dar 
ṣanáyi‘-i-muta‘addidih nimúdih búdid. Ta‘addud-i-
ṣanáyi‘ sabab-i-tafríq-i-ḥaváss ast. Bih yikí az ín 
ṣan‘at-há ihtimám-i-kullí namá va jahd va kúshish kun 
tá itqán namá’í. Ín bihtar az án ast kih ṣanáyi‘-i-
muta‘addidih hamih náqiṣ mánad.

ای بندۀ الهی، شکایت از عدمِ اتقان در صنایعِ 
متعّدده نموده بودید. تعّدِد صنایع سبِب تفریقِ 

حواّس است. به یکی از این صنعت ها اهتمامِ کّلی 
نما و جهد و کوشش کن تا اتقان نمائی. این بهتر 

.از آنست که صنایعِ متعّدده همه ناقص ماند
In ancient times the people of America were, through 
their northern regions, close to Asia, that is, separated 
from Asia by a strait. For this reason, it hath been said 
that crossing had occurred. There are other signs 
which indicate communication.

Ahl-i-imrík dar azminiy-i-qadímih az jahat-i-shimál 
nazdik bih ásyá búdand, ya‘ní khalíjí fáṣilih ast. Li-
hádhá az án jahat gúyand ‘ubúr va murúr shudih ast, 
va ‘alá’im-i-dígar níz dalálat bar murávidih namáyad.

اهل امریک در ازمنۀ قدیمه از جهِت شمال نزدیک به 
آسیا بودند، یعنی خلیجی فاصله است. لهذا از آن 
جهت گویند عبور و مرور شده است، و عeئمِ دیگر 

.نیز دgلت بر مراوده نماید 
As to places whose people were not informed of the 
appearance of Prophets, such people are excused. In 
the Qur’án it hath been revealed: “We never chastise, 
until We send forth a Messenger.”

Ammá bih maḥallí kih ṣít-i-nubuvvat narisad, án nufús 
ma‘dhúrand. Dar qur’án mí-farmáyad: “va má kunná 
mu‘adhdhibín ḥattá nab‘atha rasúlá.”

اّما به محّلی که صیِت نبوّت نرسد، آن نفوس 
معذورند. در قرآن می فرماید: «و ما کنّا معذّبین 

ًgحتّی نبعث رسو.»

Undoubtedly, in those regions, the Call of God must 
have been raised in ancient times, but it hath been 
forgotten now.

Albattih dar án ṣafaḥát níz dar azminiy-i-qadímih vaqtí 
nidáy-i-iláhí buland gashtih, va-lákin ḥál farámúsh 
shudih ast.

البتّه در آن صفحات نیز در ازمنۀ قدیمه وقتی ندای 
.الهی بلند گشته، ولکن حال فراموش شده است 

I will supplicate God to confirm thee in attaining 
perfection in one of the crafts. 

Az khudá mi-ṭalabam kih khudá shumá rá ta’íd 
farmáyad tá ṣan‘atí az ṣanáyi‘ rá takmíl farmá’íd.

از خدا می طلبم که خدا شما را تأیید فرماید تا 
.صنعتی از صنایع را تکمیل فرمائید

And upon thee be greetings and praise. Va ‘alayka’t-taḥíyyatu va’th-thaná’. .و علیک التّحیّة و الثّناء 
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Apparently Vinson was not aware of Abdu’l-Baha’s “Tablet to Amir Khan” – for Baha’is, the 
Holy Grail of proof of the appearance of holy souls on this side of the planet. Nonetheless he 
astutely perceived the deep footprints of the divine ones who had walked this land. Vinson 
bravely published what he could uncover regarding these Indigenous messengers of God 
and their universal teachings.  

— Kevin Locke, “Voices of Earth and Sky – Discovering Indigenous Holy Ones” (Sept. 23, 
2020).

Kevin Locke           .
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“‘Tablet to Amir Khan’ – for Baha’is, the Holy Grail of proof”

https://bahaiteachings.org/voices-earth-sky-discovering-indigenous-holy-ones/


Kevin greatly appreciated the perspective of two well-known Bahá’í scholars on the on the 
Tablet to Amír Khán: (1) Dr. Necati Alkan, “Native Messengers of God: Another Baha’i 
Perspective”; and (2) Dr. Nosratollah Mohammadhosseini, “Do All Peoples Have a Prophet?”

Christopher Buck             .
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Kevin's Two Favorite Articles on the Tablet to Amír Khán
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Abdu’l-Baha’s statement in the Tablet to Amir Khan is unambiguous. Who else than 
Prophets or Messengers can raise the “Call of God?” … As I just explained above, we can 
interpret the “Call of God” raised in America as referring to at least one Messenger/Prophet 
of God in that region–and probably more, since there were a number of Native American 
and Native Canadian “nations.” In a way, it’s quite revolutionary because we could add 
(unofficially) at least another Manifestation of God to the Ones that exist in the Baha’i Faith. 
We are seeing something quite dramatic unfolding before our very eyes. 

Necati Alkan            .
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Native Messengers of God: Another Baha’i Perspective

http://www.apple.com


In the “Commentary on the Sura of ‘The Sun’,” after explaining that by al-shams (“the sun”) 
is meant the Manifestation of God, Baha’u’llah affirmed that truth when he stated: “Every 
nation of the world hath been illuminated by one of these luminous Suns.” – Baha’u’llah, 
“Commentary on the Sura of ‘The Sun’,” provisional translation by Dr. Nosratollah 
Mohammadhosseini. See “Do All Peoples Have a Prophet?”  

Dr. Nosratollah Mohammadhosseini.
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Baha’u’llah’s “Commentary on the Sura of ‘The Sun’”

https://bahaiteachings.org/do-all-peoples-have-a-prophet/


These two passages from Abdu’l-Baha could be interrelated. The first one, from the “Tablet to 
Amir Khan” — in which Abdu’l-Baha assures us that the “Call of God” was “undoubtedly” 
raised in the Americas in ancient times — relates  beautifully to the promise, in the second 
quote, from the “Tablets of the Divine Plan,” that “there can be no doubt that they will 
become so illumined as to enlighten the whole world.”  

— Kevin Locke, “Baha’u’llah as the Return of Ulikron, Panama’s Indigenous Messenger” (April 
12, 2021). 

Kevin Locke           .
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“The ‘Tablet to Amir Khan’ and ‘Tablets of the Divine Plan’ interrelated”

https://bahaiteachings.org/bahaullah-as-the-return-of-ulikron-panamas-indigenous-messenger/


From Kevin Locke’s foregoing comments, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s “Tablet to Amír Khán” is an 
authoritative text with an authorized translation that can serve as a basis for establishing 
Bahá’í recognition of Indigenous Messengers of God sent to the Americas, generally 
speaking, as a matter of principle. Such official recognition by the Bahá’í Faith, if 
forthcoming, would have enormous implications for future Bahá’í/Indigenous encounters, 
with reciprocal recognition, respect, reciprocity, and ideal relations, going forward.

Christopher Buck             .
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Bahá’í Recognition of Indigenous Messengers of God



“INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD” AS 
A NEW CATEGORY

KEVIN LOCKE
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

How ‘Abdu’l-Bahá “Added” Manifestations of God

❖ Bahá’u’lláh made no mention of Buddha, and if it had not 
been for ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s statement we would not have 
been in a position to state definitely that Buddha had 
been a Manifestation of God.  

❖ There are a myriad traditions in the legends of peoples 
that point back to some sort of divine revelation but, as 
the beloved Guardian’s secretary pointed out on his 
behalf in a letter written to an individual believer on 13 
March 1950:  

❖ “We cannot possibly add names of people we (or anyone 
else) think might be Lesser Prophets to those found in the 
Qur’án, the Bible and our own Scriptures.”  

❖ “For only these can we consider authentic Books.”  

❖ We must just accept that there are undoubtedly many 
prophetic figures of whom all authentic record has been 
lost.  

❖ — Letter written on behalf of the Universal House of 
Justice to an individual (27 October 1986). 

❖ ‘Abdu’l-Bahá not only “added” the Buddha to our list of 
recognized "Manifestations of God,” but Krishna as well. 

❖ In the Tablet to Amír Khán, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá also “added” 
Indigenous Messengers of God sent to the Americas (as a 
class).
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So I would simply recommend that everyone refer to the Indigenous messengers of God with 
the same level of respect and reverence we naturally give to the best-known founders of 
Faith – Buddha, Abraham, Moses, Jesus Christ, and Muhammad, for example. After all, as 
Abdu’l-Baha so clearly said, “The Sun has sent forth many rays to illumine human 
intelligence, the light is always the same.”  

— Kevin Locke, “Kuksu and Marumda: What Defines an Indigenous Holy Messenger?” (Feb. 
15, 2022).

Kevin Locke           .
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“Refer to the Indigenous messengers of God with the same level of respect and reverence"

https://bahaiteachings.org/kuksu-and-marumda-what-defines-an-indigenous-holy-messenger/


INDIGENOUS LAND AND SPIRITUAL 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

KEVIN LOCKE
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https://bahaiteachings.org/indigenous-land-and-spiritual-acknowledgment/


On Sunday, October 17, 2021 (10:00–10:45 a.m. EST)—as part of the online program of the 
2021 Parliament of the World’s Religions—the Patricia Locke Foundation presented a virtual 
(remote) session on “Indigenous Land Acknowledgement Centered on Spiritual Reality,” by 
showing a pre-recorded video entitled, “Encouraging Grassroots Indigenous Land & 
Spiritual Acknowledgements” (44:12), which includes this “Indigenous Land & Spiritual 
Acknowledgment” as a prayer by Kevin Locke:

Christopher Buck             .
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Indigenous Land & Spiritual Acknowledgment
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

Indigenous Land and Spiritual Acknowledgement – A Prayer 

❖ Grandfather above, we acknowledge the holy ones You have sent upon this land to kindle the 
sacred fire in the hearts of us — Your grandchildren. We are eternally grateful that, in ancient times, 
you have sent Deganawida, the Peacemaker, White Buffalo Calf Woman, Breath Maker, Sweet 
Medicine and a myriad others to breathe holiness and beauty upon this Turtle Island and Your 
grandchildren here, and to teach us Your laws and to enable us to draw close to You and especially 
to love and cherish our relative, Grandmother Earth, and all that dwell upon her. In particular we 
acknowledge the holy ones You have sent to the spot upon which we stand and the nations and 
kindreds who have been the custodians of that sacred trust. We ask that You breathe upon and fan 
the embers of the fire of love and faith in our hearts and minds, that our footsteps may tread Your 
path and we may restore peace and order upon this blessed land. 

❖ — Kevin Locke, “Encouraging Indigenous Land and Spiritual Acknowledgements” (May 19, 2022).
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

Lakota Translation – Indigenous Land and Spiritual Acknowledgement

❖ !ȟ"#$%&'()*+)$ȟ%#,ȟ)#$)-*"#./%#,01'*2(*1ȟ2,)*3)$ȟ%#*3)#*'(24)1'*$,)*./)*3)$ȟ%#1'*
04%*5)$ȟ6./0*$'#*(2*2(*"37./)4)&'*./)#$2*./23'./"#$'4)1'8*9/%#:'*!0$%:)3',)*2:)*
;,0/7#.)()*<$%*+7#*2:)*=0>)$0,?50>0*2:)*@A,>2B060?0*037./)$'4)1'*$'#*2:)*,"3%3)*
$ȟ6*"37./)4)&'*./)#$2*A7/)#$0&:'4)#*1/'(%"#4)4)1'8*=0:%*C/24)*+7,)*2(*:',ȟ%$AD)1'*
$'#*3)&,2&,04)*3)$ȟ%#$ȟ)#4)#*)37./):'4)#1'8*=0:%*:',ȟ6A1ȟ0*$'#*"#>12"#$/'4)1'*$,0E*
/2./0(*"#$7&*:'$ȟ%#40()*"#$F1'*:)*'46,)#&*G#.7*@)$ȟ%*2:)*,A:%*)$%#(*5%:'1'*$'#*/0:%*
'4F/)*,/037./"#$'ȟ'()1'*$,08*=6*:)$F#*A4%,0*04%*36)'ȟ1040*3)$ȟ%#*$'#*/2*)3%#H()$)I
/)#1'*$'#*/0:%*$ȟ6*3)./23'./"#$'.'./'4)1'8*G#$7,ȟ)3)./'#1'*:)*"#./%#,01'*2(*
36,/0ȟ'()*:)*363'.)()*$'#*1ȟ0&:7D)*>J0*)4%:'4'#*$,)*"#:7.'()1'8*=2./0(*./)#$F*:',ȟ%3)*
$'#*AH:%*5)F#:'1'*:)*5)$ȟ6./0*3)&,2*$'#*(2*2(*0./2(*36()$ȟ6,)*"#H(6$"1'*$,08*

❖ — Provisional translation by Elliott Bannister, Language Specialist at Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 
(December 17, 2022), who recorded the audio as well. (See next slide to hear audio recording.)
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Audio Recording of 
Lakota Translation of 
Kevin Locke’s Prayer 

Recorded 12-17-2022
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https://news.bahai.org/story/662/


Q: Kevin, how and when were you inspired to write this beautiful prayer? 

A: I wrote it just below my late mother’s residence. On a flat overlooking the confluence of Mni Šóše 
(Missouri River) and the Pȟaláni Wakpá (Grand River) is an Arikara village site with a mile-long track 
around its periphery. There I do my devotional runs in the early mornings.  

There, the spiritual legacies and footprints of both Mother Corn of the Arikara and White Buffalo Calf 
Woman of the Lakota conflate and merge into one powerful current of inspiration. Eagles soar over 
the sacred sites of both nations, visible as one gazes upstream to the Grand River and downstream 
towards the Missouri River.  

— Kevin Locke, “Encouraging Indigenous Land and Spiritual Acknowledgements” (May 19, 2022).

Kevin Locke           .
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“Q: Kevin, how and when were you inspired to write this beautiful prayer?”

https://bahaiteachings.org/indigenous-land-spiritual-acknowledgements/


It is there that I take my issues and concerns and place them in the footprints of these Great 
Ones as I do my prayer-laps around the village site. The direct question I posed while doing 
this run was how to transcend the potential divisiveness of a “land acknowledgement” – and 
then it became abundantly clear the sacredness of the land is directly related to the Holy 
Ones who walked upon it and, through their words and teachings, made this land the mirror 
of heavenly attributes, through the people entrusted with their sacred Covenants.  

— Kevin Locke, “Encouraging Indigenous Land and Spiritual Acknowledgements” (May 19, 
2022).

Kevin Locke           .
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“How to transcend the potential divisiveness of a ‘land acknowledgement’?”

https://bahaiteachings.org/indigenous-land-spiritual-acknowledgements/


This prayer is not mine — and I shudder to see my name associated with it. It is in no way 
final, just an idea upon which others can build their own acknowledgements and 
meditations.  

— Kevin Locke, “Encouraging Indigenous Land and Spiritual Acknowledgements” (May 19, 
2022).

Kevin Locke           .
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“This prayer is not mine”

https://bahaiteachings.org/indigenous-land-spiritual-acknowledgements/


This magnificent prayer is part of Kevin Locke’s enduring legacy. Kevin and I, in one of our 
many long and rich discussions by phone, decided to try adding a “spiritual” dimension to 
Indigenous land acknowledgments, and to see how that worked. To my surprise and utter 
astonishment, Kevin sent me his “Indigenous Land and Spiritual Acknowledgment” in the 
form of a prayer. This was a completely original idea on his part. So Kevin’s inspired prayer 
was first published in our second article regarding Indigenous land and spiritual 
acknowledgments: “The Pawnee Homecoming, and What It Meant for a Lakota” (June 10, 
2021), Part 79 in Series: “Indigenous Messengers of God.” 

Christopher Buck             .
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Adding a “Spiritual” Dimension to Indigenous Land Acknowledgments

https://bahaiteachings.org/the-pawnee-homecoming-and-what-it-means-to-live-on-native-land/


ADVANCE PERMISSION
INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD
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THE GREAT SPIRIT SPEAKS: VOICES OF 
THE WISE ONES

INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

1.  Deganawida, 
the Peacemaker

2.  White Buffalo     
Calf Woman

3.  Breath Maker

4.  Sweet 
Medicine

5.  Lone Man


6.  Quetzalcoatl

7.  Viracocha

8.  Mother Corn

9.  Iyatiku (Corn 
Woman)

10.  Talking God 

11.  Gluskap


12.  Wesakechak

13.  Nanabush

14.  Chinigchinich

15.  Marumda 

16.  Ulikron

17.  Ibeorgun

18.  Tunapa


19.  Kuuchamaa

20.  Bochica

21.  Bunjil 

22.  Rainbow 
Serpent

23.  The Yam 
Prophet

24.  Raven
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A: Yes, it would be ideal for reciprocal respect and understanding to occur between the Lakota 
and Baha’i beliefs and traditions. From my perspective the revelation of Baha’u’llah offers the 
only lens through which we can fully appreciate revelators from the prophetic cycle—such as 
Moses, Jesus, White Buffalo Calf Woman, Deganawida, Sweet Medicine, Lone Man, 
Breathmaker, Quetzalcoatl, Viracocha, etc.—each of whom foretold the future appearance of a 
divine teacher whose powerful principles, when put into effect, would unify the world.  

— Kevin Locke, “Why Baha’is Respect Indigenous Sacred Traditions” (June 8, 2019).

Kevin Locke           .
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“Ideal for reciprocal respect to occur between Lakota and Baha’i beliefs”

https://bahaiteachings.org/why-bahais-respect-indigenous-sacred-traditions/


1. DEGANAWIDA, THE PEACEMAKER
INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD
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My intuition tells me that there are several obvious “Indigenous messengers of God” who 
should be highly regarded, recognized and respected by non-indigenous as well as 
Indigenous peoples. Among them are Deganawida, the Peacemaker, of the Haudenosaunee 
peoples; White Buffalo Calf Woman of the Lakota; Sweet Medicine of the Cheyenne; and 
Breathmaker of the southeastern Muskogean peoples. Other Indigenous spiritual teachers 
are no less great.“  

— Kevin Locke, “Does Progressive Revelation Include Indigenous Messengers of God?” (Oct. 
11, 2021).

Kevin Locke           .
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“Indigenous messengers of God” should be highly regarded, recognized and respected”

https://bahaiteachings.org/does-progressive-revelation-include-indigenous-messengers-of-god/


Yes. In a word, let’s transform “cultural (mis)appropriation” into “intercultural appreciation”—
with all of the mutual respect and reciprocity it entails, while expanding and enriching our 
“spiritual literacy.” For instance, the sacred teachings of Deganawida, the Peacemaker, as 
enshrined in Concerning the League (recited by Chief John Arthur Gibson in 1912)—a great 
holy book that we should consider part of the world’s sacred literature—offer an excellent way 
for all of us to expand and enrich our spiritual literacy.  

— Kevin Locke, “What Can We Do About Cultural Appropriation?” (July 14, 2019). 

Kevin Locke           .
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“Concerning the League – a great holy book”

https://bahaiteachings.org/what-can-we-do-about-cultural-appropriation/


The Iroquois League Tradition as Dictated in 
Onondaga by John Arthur Gibson (newly 
elicited, edited and translated by Hanni 
Woodbury in collaboration with Reg Henry 
and Harry Webster, on the Basis of A A 
Goldenweiser’s manuscript; 1992; pp. 
lxi,755; 0-921064-09-8)/

Winner of the 1994 SSILA Book Award

Concerning the League
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Thereupon, as to Tekanawitaˀ, this is what happened: When the children began walking 
around, and more especially, when they played, some of the children repeatedly quarreled, 
and they wanted to fight. Thereupon Tekanawitaˀ prevented them, saying, “You will stop it 
because it is sinful for people to hurt one another; you especially, for you are all relatives, 
and so it is necessary for you to be kind to one another as well as to other people, [#28] 
those you know and those people you do not know; and you should respect them equally—
all of the people—you should be kind to everyone.” 

Concerning the League
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Thereupon the children were amazed at what Tekanawitaˀ was saying. When they got back 
to where they had their homes, they repeated what he had said, Tekanawitaˀ. Thereupon 
the elders said, “Now, indeed, they are beginning, the surprising events we heard about 
that he foretold, [#29] Tekanawitaˀ, for never, in fact, has it been the case that we might hear 
someone say, ‘It is sinful for people to hurt one another,’ nor has anyone ever said, ‘You 
should all respect one another,’ nor has anyone said, ‘You should be kind to the people you 
know as well as those you don’t know.’ Now, indeed, it is coming true, the kind of thing we 
have heard about. 

Concerning the League
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As to the children, the ones with Tekanawitaˀ, when he gathered them together, he spoke to the 
children, [#30] saying, “Now you will listen well: Now it is arriving, the Good Message, also the Power 
and the Peace. Moreover, now it will stop, the way in which matters are proceeding here on earth 
beneath the sky, such that they cause pools and streams of human blood to flow. Moreover, when it 
stops, and when all the people are kind to one another, people of the same kind, then it will stop, 
human beings killing one another and also scalping one another, then all are relatives, [#31] they 
becoming brothers, the men, and all the women becoming sisters in future days to come, so that 
families will continue on.” Thereupon the children were surprised at what they heard him say, 
Tekanawitaˀ. 

Concerning the League.
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Thereupon Tekanawitaˀ stood up in the center of the gathering place, [#37] and then he 
said, “First I will answer what it means to say, ‘now it is arriving, the Good Message.’ This 
indeed, is what it means: When it stops, the slaughter of your own people who live here on 
earth, then everywhere peace will come about, by day and also by night, and it will come 
about that as one travels around, everyone will be related. Then, indeed, [?]in future days to 
come. 

Concerning the League
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Now again [?], secondly, I say, ‘now it is arriving, [#38] the power,’ and this means that the 
different nations, all the nations, will become just a single one, and the Great Law will come 
into being, so that now all will be related to each other, and there will come to be just a 
single family, and in the future, in days to come, this family will continue on.

Concerning the League
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Now in turn, the other, my third saying, ‘Now it is arriving, the Peace,’ this means that everyone 
will become related, men and also women, and also [#39] the young people and the children, 
and when all are relatives, every nation, then there will be peace as they roam about by day and 
also by night. Now, also, it will become possible for them to assemble in meetings. Then there 
will be truthfulness, and they will uphold hope and charity, so that it is peace that will unite all 
the people, indeed, it will be as though they have but [#40] one mind, and they are a single 
person with only one body and one head and one life, which means that there will be unity.” 

Concerning the League
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“Moreover, and most importantly, one is going to assembly in meetings where it will be 
announced that all of mankind will repent of their sins, even evil people, and in the future, 
[#41] they will be kind to one another, one and all. When they are functioning, the Good 
Message and also the Power and the Peace, moreover, these will be the principal things 
everybody will live by; these will be the great values among the people.” 

Concerning the League
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2. WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN
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Even though it was forbidden and illegal at the time, my mother’s relatives always 
acknowledged and insisted that the foundation of Lakota identity and reality was the divine 
message of the holy revelator: Ptehíŋčala Ska Wiŋ / White Buffalo Calf Woman. When the 
noted pioneer ethnomusicologist Frances Densmore came to our Standing Rock Reservation 
to do research among the most eminent elders in 1911, the elders insisted that the 
document must begin with the teachings of the divine messenger, White Buffalo Calf 
Woman.  

— Kevin Locke, “Pressing on to Meet the Dawn: Patricia Locke” (Aug. 18, 2019).

Kevin Locke           .
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“The foundation of Lakota identity – White Buffalo Calf Woman.”
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I well recall the elders’ emphasis on the tantamount importance of the divine message of 
Ptehíŋčala Ska Wiŋ/White Buffalo Calf Woman, and how key it is to the core of my own 
Lakota identity. This, despite generations of suppression and enforced “forgetting.”  

— Kevin Locke, “Remembering “Forgotten” Indigenous Religions” (Sept. 15, 2019). 

Kevin Locke           .
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Yes. Even though the lyrics are terse, they are laden with layers of meaning. The songs don’t 
have names. But one can identify them by the context in which White Buffalo Maiden sang 
them: 

1. Song of the White Buffalo Maiden 
2. Pipe Loading Song 
3. Prayer Song 
4. Four Directions Song 

— Kevin Locke, “White Buffalo Calf Woman’s Four Sacred Songs” (Sept. 26, 2020). 

Kevin Locke           .
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Her sublime, radiant, enlightening and universal spirit pervades the accurate and excellent 
Indigenous sources enshrined in Teton Sioux Music, which is a great resource for 
understanding, appreciating, acknowledging, and respecting the ideal Lakota worldview and 
way of life. Her simple, yet profound teachings are now so well known and respected that it is 
safe to say that White Buffalo Calf Woman has enriched our world’s spiritual heritage.  

— Kevin Locke, “Kuksu and Marumda: What Defines an Indigenous Holy Messenger?” (Feb. 
15, 2022).

Kevin Locke           .
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4. SWEET MEDICINE
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In 1972–73, during my freshman year at Black Hills State College (now University), my two 
best buddies – Larry Medicine Bull and Burt Kaline, both Cheyennes from Birney, Montana – 
so disliked speaking English that I would rarely hear them use it. When they did speak 
English, they always spoke very kindly and with great consideration, and were always sure to 
ascribe these teachings to Sweet Medicine.  

— Kevin Locke, “The Cheyenne Messenger Sweet Medicine’s Sacred Teachings” (Nov. 19, 
2020). 

Kevin Locke           .
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It is clear from the above testimony that Sweet Medicine adjured the people to rise above 
their earthly, materialistic tendencies and to set their sights on that which is heavenly and 
eternal—that is, to forego the ephemeral and transitory things of life. Surely this guidance is 
from a heavenly source. Sweet Medicine became the conduit for these blessings and 
guidance that would bring them into alignment with the will of Maheo (the Cheyenne word 
for God) and enable the Cheyenne peoples to prosper in this world and the worlds to come. 

— Kevin Locke, “Sweet Medicine: Cheyenne Messenger of God” (March 5, 2019).

Kevin Locke           .
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Early on, the Cheyenne and Lakota became the closest of allies and sealed their sacred bond 
through the exchange of prayer songs which are used today in remembrance of the Divine 
Beings—Sweet Medicine and White Buffalo Calf Woman, who rescued their peoples from 
starvation and degradation and promised the Day of light and unity that would bring them to 
all abundance and bounty.  

— Kevin Locke, “Sweet Medicine: Cheyenne Messenger of God” (March 5, 2019).

Kevin Locke           .
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For over 50 years, I have made regular pilgrimages to Bear Butte. The Lakota have always 
reverenced this sacred mountain, being sure to solemnly recognize the fact that this was the 
place where Sweet Medicine passed through the sacred portal and entered the presence of 
the heavenly concourse, was invited to be seated beside the “Lord of the Dawn,” the 
Heavenly Grandfather, where Sweet Medicine was given the divine commandments and laws 
that would eternally bless and guide the earthly grandchildren upon the straight path 
throughout this world and beyond. 

— Kevin Locke, “The Cheyenne Messenger Sweet Medicine’s Sacred Teachings” (Nov. 19, 
2020). 

Kevin Locke           .
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The Cheyenne have been among the most persecuted and downtrodden kindreds on the 
planet, yet they retain their devotion and piety to Sweet Medicine’s teachings. It delights me 
to bring this aspect of the spiritual heritage of the Western Hemisphere to the attention of all 
the BahaiTeachings.org readers.  

— Kevin Locke, “The Cheyenne Messenger Sweet Medicine’s Sacred Teachings” (Nov. 19, 
2020). 

Kevin Locke           .
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6. QUETZALCOATL
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21. BUNJIL
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22. RAINBOW SERPENT
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

“Bahá’ís encourage Indians in South America to …”

❖ It is suggested that, instead, you present the Bahá’í concepts, 
as expressed by ’Abdu’l-Bahá, namely that the fountain-head 
of all religions is to be found in God through the Teachings of 
His Prophets, and that all peoples have drunk at this ocean of 
divine Revelation. . . . 

❖ The Bahá’í attitude to earlier religions, therefore, is not that 
they are false or “heathen”, but that, at root, they are all true 
and that these fundamental truths still persist within them.  

❖ Bahá’ís encourage Indians in South America, for example, to 
see and reverence the profound spiritual truths which are to 
be found in both their pre-Christian religions and in the 
Catholicism which, in later centuries, has to varying degrees 
supplanted or overlaid their archaic faiths.  

❖ Through the Bahá’í teachings, the inner conflict which many 
still feel between their ancient religions and Christianity is 
resolved . . . . 

❖ An example of the Bahá’í attitude is to be found in the 
operation of such radio stations as Radio Bahá’í Ecuador, 
which has a policy of encouraging Indian arts and music and 
fostering in the Indians pride in their heritage. 

❖ – Letter dated 22 March 1988, written on behalf of the 
Universal House of Justice to a National Spiritual Assembly.
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

“Bahá’ís … have respect for … these [Indigenous] religions”

❖ Bahá’ís, believing in all revealed religious truth of 
past ages as an unfoldment of one divine plan, 
have respect for the customs and traditions 
relating to these religions and cultures. They desire 
to preserve the cultural elements that contribute to 
the well-being of man.  

❖ An effort is made to acquaint people with their own 
history on earth. . . . Because of the a belief in the 
unity of mankind, all people are recognized as 
valued members of society and play an equally 
important part in building world order. 

❖ ”On the Rights of Indigenous Populations," Bahá’í 
International Community (1975), submitted for a 
“Study of the Problem of Discrimination against 
Indigenous Populations.”  

❖ “Undertaken by the United Nations 
Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination 
And Protection of Minorities.” 

❖ [U.S.] Bahá’í News (February, 1975), p. 19. 
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INDIGENOUS STEPS TO “ENLIGHTEN THE WHOLE 
WORLD” 
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Abdu’l-Baha’s “Tablet to Amir Khan” assures us that the “Call of God” had been raised in this 
land, long ago, before Europeans reached the Americas. …  

A Herculean effort must be made to achieve the fulfillment of Abdu’l-Baha’s remarkable 
prophecy. For that synergy to occur, first there needs to be reciprocal recognition and respect 
of Indigenous and Baha’i spirituality. Spiritual parity between Baha’i and Indigenous sacred 
traditions, as equal, is a first step in the process of progress and fulfillment of Abdu’l-Baha’s 
prophecy.  

— Kevin Locke, “4 Indigenous Steps to ‘Enlighten the Whole World’” (Jan. 30, 2020). 

Kevin Locke           .
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“HASTENING” PROPHECY FULFILLMENT
IN HONOR OF KEVIN LOCKE
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Attach great importance to the indigenous 
population of America. … Likewise, these Indians, 
should they be educated and guided, there can be 
no doubt that they will become so illumined as to 
enlighten the whole world.


‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Tablets of the Divine Plan (April 8, 
1916), p. 33.
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A CLASS AT BAHÁ’Í-INSPIRED “RUHI ARBAB SCHOOL” (JAMUNDI-ROBLES, COLOMBIA) 
RADIO ANNOUNCER IN THE STUDIO AT “RADIO BAHA’I” (CARACOLLO, BOLIVIA)
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

When and how it will happen depends on time and circumstance

❖ This prophecy requires the will and 
wisdom to fulfill and to be fulfilled. 

❖ Although this prophecy is certain to 
occur, when and how it will happen 
depends on time and circumstance.  

❖ In other words, the conditions first 
must be right, i.e. *ripe*. 

❖ As with the “Lesser Peace” (which has 
its own progressive stages), ‘Abdu’l-
Bahá’s prophecy involves a “process” of 
fulfillment over time.  

❖ This process, ideally, is progressive in 
nature.
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

This Prophecy is Not Self-Executing

❖ ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s remarkable prophecy is a 
true prophecy. 

❖ But the prophecy has yet to come true. 

❖ This prophecy is not self-authenticating. 

❖ The conditions must first be right — and 
“ripe” for fulfillment.  

❖ ‘Abdu’l-Bahá foresaw the future — when 
the Indigenous peoples of the Americas 
will enlighten the world.  

❖ This prophecy, Bahá’ís believe, will come 
true. 

❖ Not a matter of “if” — but of “how” and 
“when.” 

❖ But what about the “process” of its 
fulfillment? 

❖ That’s what the Bahá’í-inspired 
“community building,” “social action,” and 
“public discourse” efforts are all about!
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BAHÁ’Í DEVOTIONAL GATHERING (BOCA DE BALSA, PANAMA)
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BAHÁ’Í-INSPIRED CHILDREN’S CLASS (NEDRINI, PANAMA)
JUNIOR YOUTH SPIRITUAL EMPOWERMENT GROUP (TARABUCO, BOLIVIA)
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“Hastening the period prophesied by the Master when the Indian peoples”

❖ We cherish the hope that at this final Conference 
the friends will arise with enthusiasm and 
determination not only to win the remaining goals 
of the Plan but to carry out Shoghi Effendi’s 
injunction to win the allegiance of members of the 
various tribes of American Indians to the 
Cause, thereby hastening the period prophesied by 
the Master when the Indian peoples of America 
would become a source of spiritual illumination to 
the world.  

❖ Universal House of Justice (February 1977). 

❖ Whether in Alaska’s southeastern islands and 
rugged mountains, or in Canada’s 
huge Indian reserves from the west to the east, 
many Amerindian believers have arisen to serve 
the Cause, and through their joint efforts, their 
sacrificial endeavors and distinctive talents they bid 
fair to accelerate the dawn of the day when they 
will be so “illumined as to enlighten the whole 
world.” 

❖ Universal House of Justice (July 1976).
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INDIGENOUS MESSENGERS OF GOD

“This Great One” (Bahá’u’lláh): “His voice is the voice of the Great Spirit”

❖ The All-Wise Creator of earth and heaven has from the 
beginning which has no beginning sent to His 
peoples Divine Messengers to guide them to the 
Straight Path.  

❖ These Wise Ones have come to establish the unity of 
the Kingdom in human hearts.  

❖ This great evolutionary process of building the 
organic unity of the human race has entered a new 
stage with this mighty message of Bahá’u’lláh.  

❖ His voice is the voice of the Great Spirit. His love for 
human kind is the force of the New Age. 

❖ He who sends the rain, who causes the sun and the 
stars to shine, the rivers to flow, the winds to blow 
and the earth to give forth her bounties has in this 
Great Day sent to all mankind Bahá’u’lláh. 

❖ It is this Great One who has opened the door of 
divine knowledge to every soul.  

❖ It is His teachings that will establish world unity and 
bring about universal peace. … 

❖ The old ones have all longed for this sweet message.  

❖ The Universal House of Justice (18 May 1972).
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PRESENTATION BY THE PATRICIA LOCKE 
FOUNDATION: DR. LITTLEBRAVE BEASTON

IN HONOR OF KEVIN LOCKE
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PRESENTATION BY DENNIS STAFFORD, “KEEPING 
KEVIN LOCKE’S LEGACY ALIVE” 

IN HONOR OF KEVIN LOCKE
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